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On February 15, 2016, the European Commission made its new Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) portal available to EU
consumers and traders. The ODR portal enables consumers in the EU to resolve complaints against EU traders for goods or
services purchased online. In some Member States (currently, Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, and Poland), traders may also be
able to file complaints against consumers. The portal is not available to consumers or traders outside of the EU, and it cannot be
used for offline sales or for business-to-business disputes.
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Why ODR?
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The goal of the ODR is to promote consumer confidence and facilitate Europe’s digital single market. The EU authorized its
creation in its Consumer Online Dispute Resolution Regulation (Reg. (EU) No. 524/2013), which built upon the Alternate Dispute
Resolution (ADR) Directive (Dir. 2013/11/EU), as a means of providing a quicker, more affordable way for consumers to address
disputes with merchants. The ODR provides a streamlined alternative complaint resolution process for consumers who may
have previously been intimidated or dissuaded from pursuing claims through litigation, but it does not displace litigation.
How It Works
To initiate the complaint resolution process, a consumer provides information by filling in a form on the ODR portal. Data
submitted in connection with ODR is protected, consistent with the ODR Regulation’s privacy provisions. The consumer
complaint is then sent to the trader, and the parties work to select an ADR entity from those registered in the appropriate
Member State. The ODR platform cannot be used if the parties do not agree on an ADR entity. The selected ADR entity then
receives the complaint information electronically and handles the case entirely online, conferring with the parties as needed.
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The portal is free of charge, multilingual (available in each of the EU’s 23 languages, with automatic translation to facilitate
communication between parties, even from different Member States), designed to be easy for consumers to use, and does not
required a minimum value of goods for participation. Online traders must provide a link to the ODR portal and their contact
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email addresses on their websites. There are also strict time limits for ODR: the entire process must be completed within 120
days.
Potential Effects of the Portal
The ODR portal, along with other EU laws like the Consumer Rights Directive (Dir. 2011/83/EU), are intended to increase
consumer confidence in online commerce. But will these measures actually achieve the EU’s goals? Whether these measures will
achieve the goal of increased online business will turn on consumer use of the ODR portal and trust in online transactions.
Online shoppers who feel empowered to pursue complaints and correct problems that they may have previously viewed as
unsolvable may shop more online, which could grow e-sales as consumer confidence increases. The ODR only applies to
European online transactions, however, and it remains to be seen whether benefits from the ODR portal will impact online sales
outside of the EU.
The ODR platform is a uniquely European innovation, calibrated to deal with issues encountered in the EU market. But does that
mean that consumers in other markets are less protected? Not necessarily. There are other forces at play in other markets that
may afford a similar level of protection to consumers who shop online. In the U.S., for instance, the availability of class action
lawsuits, an active plaintiffs’ bar, and the possibility of significant damage amounts all act as a check on unfair business practices.
In addition, most other countries do not face the language and other cross-border trading impediments that the EU addresses
with the ODR portal. The ODR Portal is one of many approaches to addressing the lack of consumer confidence in online
commerce, a common global issue.
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